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We present an in-depth study of a rapid, noninvasive, single-shot optical method of determining

cluster mass fraction fc(r, t) at specified positions r within, and at time t after opening the valve

of, a pulsed high-pressure pulsed supersonic gas jet. A �2 mJ, 40 fs pump pulse ionizes the

monomers, causing an immediate drop in the jet’s refractive index njet proportional to monomer

density, while simultaneously initiating hydrodynamic expansion of the clusters. The latter leads to

a second drop in njet that is proportional to cluster density and is delayed by �1 ps. A temporally

stretched probe pulse measures the 2-step index evolution in a single shot by frequency-domain

holography, enabling recovery of fc. We present a model for recovering fc from fs-time-resolved

phase shifts. We also present extensive measurements of spatio-temporal profiles fcðr; tÞ of cluster

mass fraction in a high-pressure supersonic argon jet for various values of backing pressure P0 and

reservoir temperature T0. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4815961]

I. INTRODUCTION

Interaction of intense laser pulses with clusters contain-

ing N# > 104 atoms/cluster is of fundamental interest and

of practical importance.1 It has opened up applications

for table-top neutron sources,2,3 electron and ion

accelerators,4–6 and coherent and incoherent X-ray

sources.7–11 Targets comprised of Van-der-Waals bonded

clusters formed by condensation in pulsed supersonic gas

jets combine advantages of monomer gas targets (extended

interaction length, freedom from debris) and solid targets

(efficient energy coupling). To fully exploit these benefits,

three key properties of the cluster gas target need to be char-

acterized and controlled: the total atomic density Ntot, the

average cluster size �rc, and the cluster mass fraction

fc � N#Nc=ðNm þ N#NcÞ, where Nc and Nm denote the num-

ber density of clusters and monomers, respectively. Ntot is

straightforwardly determined by interferometry of the neu-

tral jet. Recent advances in tomographic jet characterization

enable reconstruction of 3D Ntot distributions without

assuming cylindrical symmetry.12 Average cluster radius �rc

is determined by Rayleigh13 or Mie14 scatter measurements

and/or estimates based on Hagena’s empirical parameter

C� ¼ kP0ð0:74d=tanaÞ0:85=T2:29
0 (for monatomic gases),15

where k is a gas species parameter (k ¼ 1650 for argon), P0

is nozzle backing pressure in mbar, d is the nozzle orifice

diameter in lm, a is the expansion half-angle, and T0 is the

gas reservoir temperature in K.

Cluster mass fraction, on the other hand, has proven

to be a far more elusive quantity to measure, calculate, or

estimate accurately for pulsed supersonic jets typical of

intense laser experiments (�rc > 5 nm, Ntot � 1018 cm�3),

although various techniques that are restricted to much lower

�rc and Ntot—electron impact ionization/photoionization

mass spectroscopy,16 fluorescence excitation spectroscopy,17

cluster-helium beam scattering,18 electron diffraction,19

surface scattering,20—or to molecular gas jets —Raman

scattering21—have been used to determine fc in tenuous or

molecular clustered gases. While most of the above measure-

ments show substantial presence of unclustered atoms, it is

sometimes assumed22 without clear justification that all

atoms in a jet are clustered (i.e., fc ¼ 1:0). On the other

hand, theoretical models of cluster nucleation using liquid

drop nucleation rate theory,23 the Smoluchowski coagulation

equation,24 or direct simulation Monte Carlo method25 show

wide variations of fc in gas jets, typically fc < 0:5 in room

temperature jets. Moreover, fc is often measured on the jet

axis far away from the nozzle, while the interaction region in

many intense laser-cluster experiments is placed near the

edge of a gas jet.26,27 An in-situ characterization is thus

required in case fc varies spatially. fc also depends on time t
after opening the valve, temperature T0, pressure P0, and

nozzle geometry, although no empirical formulas exist for

estimating these dependences. Direct knowledge of fc is criti-

cal not only to the understanding of nucleation and conden-

sation but also to accurate interpretation of a wide variety of

laser-cluster experiments including X-ray emission,28 phase-

matched harmonic generation,26 and ion acceleration,6 where

fc has not been measured independently. In addition, in-situ
measurement of �rc using Rayleigh scatter13,29 relies indi-

rectly on knowledge of fc, since the Rayleigh scatter signal is

proportional to fcr6
c . Direct measurement of �rc is needed in

many situations where the scaling law using Hagena’s

parameter is unreliable, including: (i) jets that have not yet

reached steady state;30 (ii) jets with ambiguous nozzle geo-

metric parameters—e.g., a poppet displacement comparable

or less than the orifice diameter d may result in a reduced

effective throat diameter;31 or (iii) jets with nozzle shapesa)Electronic mail: downer@physics.utexas.edu
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that do not match the gas flow,32 or with atypical expansion

angle or pressure,33 where the size deviation is likely caused

by the underestimate of jet dimension.34 These situations

illustrate the wide need for an in-situ experimental determi-

nation of fc in a high-pressure gas jet containing large clus-

ters. We noted that fc may also be determined from the

scattered light if precise measurements of Ntot and �rc can be

performed without knowing fc. Unfortunately, except for the

Mie scatter regime,14 optical measurements of �rc are coupled

with fc.
In a recent Letter,35 we reported an in-situ method for

determining fcðr; tÞ at position r within, and time t after

opening the valve of, a pulsed supersonic jet by measuring

femtosecond evolution of the jet’s refractive index

njetðr; t; sÞ by single-shot frequency-domain holography

(FDH). Here, s is the time delay after a focused 2 mJ, 40 fs

pump pulse irradiates the jet in the vicinity of r at time t.
The pump pulse ionizes both monomers and clusters, with

the clusters retaining most of their electrons due to the rela-

tively low pump pulse intensity. Ionization of monomers

causes njet to drop from 1 to 1� x2
p=2x2

pr during the pump

pulse, where the squared plasma frequency x2
p is propor-

tional to Nm and xpr is the frequency of the FDH probe

pulse. In contrast, the initial cluster contribution to njet is

negligible owing to the high electron density inside each

cluster. The pump pulse not only ionizes cluster atoms but

also heats the resulting electrons inside clusters, causing

clusters to expand hydrodynamically. The electron density

inside each cluster decreases as a result of the expansion,

and the clusters begin to contribute noticeably to njet once

their internal plasma frequency drops to xpr.
27,36 The char-

acteristic time scale of the expansion is �1 ps, during which

the supersonic beam travels less than 2 nm.37 The jet is

therefore essentially frozen in time during the evolution

of the refractive index caused by cluster expansion. The

clusters eventually expand into a uniform monomer plasma,

producing a second delayed drop in njet that is proportional

to N#Nc after approximately 1 ps. Thus, njet drops in two

sequential steps corresponding to monomer and cluster con-

tributions, enabling recovery of fc. This “2-step” method is

well suited for experiments with multi-terawatt fs laser sys-

tems, since only a small fraction of the typical pulse energy

(�1 J) of such systems needs to be split off to make the

required pump and probe pulses. Moreover, since FDH

measures the 2-step drop in njet in a single shot, spatio-

temporal profiles of fcðr; tÞ and scans of jet parameters

(P0, T0, a, d) can be carried out quickly to study various

influences on cluster fraction.

This paper presents the theory behind the 2-step

method and experimental jet profiles and parameter scans in

much greater depth than was possible in a Letter. Section II

describes the model of monomer and cluster ionization,

and of cluster heating and expansion, and relates the meas-

ured s-dependent probe phase shift quantitatively to fc.
Section III describes the experimental procedure in detail

and presents extensive measurements of fcðr; tÞ for clustered

argon jets of different reservoir backing pressures and tem-

peratures. Section IV summarizes the conclusions of the

study.

II. MODEL OF THE EVOLVING REFRACTIVE INDEX OF
AN IONIZED CLUSTER-MONOMER MEDIUM

The time evolution of the refractive index of a cluster-

monomer medium contains distinct contributions from clusters

and monomers. The monomer contribution to the refractive

index appears during the pump pulse and remains constant for

the remainder of the measurement interval (s � 1 ps). On the

other hand, clusters have to expand significantly to contribute

noticeably to the refractive index. For our experimental

parameters, the characteristic time required for the cluster con-

tribution to reach its asymptotic value is roughly 1 ps, signifi-

cantly longer than the duration of the pump pulse (40 fs). In

this section, we formulate a model for evaluating monomer

and cluster contributions that then allows us to extract the

cluster mass fraction fc from the measured phase shifts.

A. Monomer contribution

The density of ions with charge state Z, NmiðZÞ, evolves

in the monomer gas irradiated by the pump pulse according

to the equation

dNmiðZÞ
ds

¼ �WmðZÞNmiðZÞ þWmðZ � 1ÞNmiðZ � 1Þ; (1)

where WmðZÞ is the ionization rate from charge state Z to

charge state Zþ 1. The characteristic ion density is the den-

sity of the monomer gas Nm, typically less than 1019 cm�3.

Thus, the collisional ionization rate is significantly lower than

the rate of ionization directly by the laser field. Therefore,

WmðZÞ ¼ WADKðZÞ ¼
1

2lþ 1

Xl

m¼�l

wADKðn�; l;mÞ; (2)

where WADKðZÞ is the tunnel ionization rate from a charge

state Z to Zþ 1 averaged over the magnetic quantum number

m, l is the angular momentum quantum number, n� is the

effective principal quantum number, and wADK is the rate

given by the cycle-averaged Ammosov-Delone-Krainov

(ADK) formula38

w ADKðn�; l;mÞ ¼
1

2
xaC2

n�l f ðl;mÞ Ip

IH

3

p
v

� �1=2

� 2

v

� �2n��jmj�1

exp � 2

3v

� �
; (3)

where

Cn�l �
2expð1Þ

n�

� �n�
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pn�
p ; (4)

f ðl;mÞ � ð2lþ 1Þðlþ jmjÞ!
2jmjjmj!ðl� jmjÞ!

; (5)

v � Eext

Ea

Ip

IH

� ��3=2

: (6)

In Eqs. (3)–(6), Ip is the ionization potential from a charge

state Z to Zþ 1 in eV, Eext is the electric-field envelope of
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the laser pulse in V/cm, xa ¼ 4:1341� 1016 s�1 is the

atomic frequency unit, IH ¼ 13:6 eV is the ionization poten-

tial of hydrogen, Ea ¼ 5:142� 109 V=cm is the atomic unit

of electric-field strength, n� ¼ Z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ip=IH

p
, l depends on the

subshell of electron to be ionized (e.g., l¼ 0 for s electrons

and l¼ 1 for p electrons), m is an integer between �l and l.
For a given EextðtÞ, Eq. (1) determines the time evolu-

tion of NiðZÞ, provided initially Nið0Þ ¼ Nm and NiðZÞ ¼ 0

for other Z’s. The average charge state of the monomer

medium is defined in terms of the ion density as

Zm �
X1
Z¼0

ZNmiðZÞ
�X1

Z¼0

NmiðZÞ; (7)

where
P1

Z¼0 NmiðZÞ ¼ Nm. The monomer ionization level in

this model rapidly increases during the laser pulse and

remains constant after the pulse. Here, we neglect three body

recombination because the characteristic time for this pro-

cess at typical monomer densities is much longer than the

time interval of interest, which is the cluster expansion time.

Figure 1 shows the asymptotic monomer charge state

Zm calculated using Eqs. (1)–(7) for a range of intensities

and pulse durations. In our experiments, we used an

800 nm, 40 fs FWHM Gaussian pulse with peak intensity

Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2, so that the monomer ionization level

is Zm � 1, and is insensitive to small errors in Ipu.

The refractive index of the resulting tenuous plasma for

a probe pulse of frequency xpr is

npl � 1� x2
p=2x2

pr; (8)

where xp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pZmNme2=me

p
is the plasma frequency, with

e the electron charge and me the electron mass. Hence, the

change of the refractive index caused by the ionization of

monomers is

Dnm ¼ npl � 1 ¼ �ZmNm=2Ncrit; (9)

where Ncrit ¼ mex2
pr=4pe2 is the critical density of the probe

pulse. Dnm depends only on one unknown parameter Nm,

since both Ncrit and Zm are known for a given pump pulse.

Equation (9) neglects the change of the refractive index

associated with bound electrons, Dnb. In the case of ioniza-

tion from Ar to Arþ, the ratio of the index change contrib-

uted by bound electrons to that by free electrons is

4pðaArI � aArIIÞNcrit, which is 0.05 at 400 nm. Here, aArI

is the polarizability of a neutral argon atom and aArII

� 0:65aArI is the polarizability of a singly ionized argon

atom.39 The ratio is even lower when the neutral atom is

ionized to higher charge states. Therefore, Dnb can be safely

neglected.

B. Cluster contribution

The asymptotic change to the refractive index for the

probe pulse due to clusters is given by an equation analogous

to that for monomers [see Eq. (9)]

Dnc ¼ �ZcN#Nc=2Ncrit; (10)

where Zc is the asymptotic average charge state of the cluster

medium after all clusters fully expand. The goal of the model

developed in the following two sub-sections is to determine

Zc. The cluster expansion is triggered by the pump pulse.

Since the expansion time for a typical cluster (�ps) signifi-

cantly exceeds the duration of the pump pulse (�40 fs), clus-

ter expansion can be neglected during the interaction with

the laser. Therefore, we use a two-stage model,36,40 where

cluster ionization/heating and cluster expansion are treated

sequentially. Once Zc is determined, Dnc becomes a function

of only one unknown parameter, N#Nc, the average number

density of atoms initially contained by clusters.

1. Cluster ionization and heating

We assume that initially a cluster is a uniform sphere

of atoms at solid density, the radius of which is much less

than the wavelength of the pump pulse. Since we neglect the

expansion, cluster interaction with the pump pulse effec-

tively becomes a zero-dimensional problem. A particle bal-

ance equation for ions has to be solved together with an

energy balance equation for free electrons. In what follows,

we present a comprehensive model of cluster ionization and

heating that includes a number of relevant processes. Their

relative importance is examined for our specific laser param-

eters after the model is formulated.

The time evolution of the ion density NciðZÞ and elec-

tron temperature Te follow the equations

dNciðZÞ
ds

¼ �½WcðZÞ þ a3ðZÞN2
e 	NciðZÞ

þWcðZ � 1ÞNciðZ � 1Þ

þ a3ðZ þ 1ÞN2
e NciðZ þ 1Þ; (11)

dTe

ds
¼ 2

3

Q

Ne
� Te

Ne

dNe

dt
þ 2

3Ne

X1
Z¼0

eðZÞ

� ½a3ðZ þ 1ÞN2
e NciðZ þ 1Þ �Wcl

eiiNciðZÞ	; (12)

where Ne ¼
P1

Z¼0 ZNciðZÞ is the electron density, WcðZÞ is

the total ionization rate from a charge state Z to a charge
FIG. 1. Charge state of a monomer argon medium as a function of peak-

intensity and pulse duration (FWHM) of an 800 nm Gaussian pulse.
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state Zþ 1, a3 is the three body recombination rate, Q is the

inverse bremsstrahlung (IBS) (or collisional) energy absorp-

tion rate, eðZÞ is the ionization potential of an ion with

charge state Z, and Wth
coll is the rate of collisional ionization

by thermal electrons. Equation (11) should be solved for

every charge state.

The total ionization rate WcðZÞ in Eq. (11) is a sum

WcðZÞ ¼ WADKðZÞ þWth
collðZÞ þWlas

collðZÞ; (13)

of field (ADK) and collisional (coll) ionization rates. The

tunneling ionization rate WADK is given by Eqs. (2)–(6),

except that instead of the external field Eext we should use

the screened field Ec ¼ 3Eext=j�c þ 2j inside the cluster with

dielectric constant �c ¼ 1þ 4pNcið0ÞaI½1� 4pNcið0ÞaI=3	�1

�x2
p=½xðxþ i�Þ	. Here, Ncið0Þ is the density of neutral

atoms, aI is the atomic polarizability, and � is collision

frequency. We have assumed that the cluster is spherical,

uniform, and small enough that it experiences an essentially

uniform laser field. Wlas
coll is a correction to Wth

coll caused by

electron quiver motion in the laser field, which can be con-

siderable for our conditions. We calculate the thermal contri-

bution to the collisional ionization rate using the expression

Wth
coll ¼ NeS exp �De

Te

� �
; (14)

where S is the collisional ionization rate given by the

Lotz formula,41 assuming a Maxwellian distribution with

temperature Te, and DeðZ; Te;NeÞ is the shift of the ionization

energy42,43 caused by plasma screening. We approximate

the additional contribution from quiver motion by Wlas
coll

¼ Wlas expð�De=TeÞ, where Wlas is the collisional ionization

rate used in Refs. 44 and 45. The three body recombination

rate in Eq. (11) and (12) is46

a3 ¼
4p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

9

e10Z3

m
1=2
e T

9=2
e

ln
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ Z2

p
: (15)

The IBS absorption rate for a uniform spherical plasma is

given by43

Q ¼
x2

p�

ðx� x2
p=3xÞ2 þ �2

jEextj2

8p
: (16)

Because the plasma is of solid density and the temperature is

not high, the collision frequency � is evaluated using an

interpolation formula suited for warm dense matter47,48

� ’ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p Ze4Ne

m
1=2
e T

3=2
e

� ln 1þ 1:32ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p Te

ðm1=2
e Ze2 ~xÞ2=3

 !
FðTe; �hxÞ; (17)

where ~x ¼ maxðx;xpÞ and FðTe; �hxÞ is the Fermi factor.

We have solved the system of ordinary differential equa-

tions (ODEs) (11) and (12) numerically using a Runge-Kutta

solver. The required initial conditions are the atomic density

Nci0ð0Þ and initial electron temperature Te0. We obtained

Nci0ð0Þ ¼ 2:63� 1022 cm�3 using the lattice constant of ar-

gon clusters aAr ¼ 0:534 60:001 nm with fcc structure.49,50

It is not possible to directly set Te0 to zero. However, the

result of the calculations should not depend on the value of

Te0 if it is sufficiently low. We have directly verified that set-

ting Te0 ¼ 2 eV ensures that the initial temperature is effec-

tively zero in the context of the final result. After NciðZÞ is

determined, the average charge state inside the cluster is cal-

culated by

Zc �
X1
Z¼0

ZNciðZÞ
�X1

Z¼0

NciðZÞ: (18)

Evolution of Zc and Te for five versions of the described

model is shown in Fig. 2. In the simplest version ((1), dashed

black curves), equivalent to the nanoplasma model of

Ref. 44, continuum lowering, recombination, and the influ-

ence of changing Ne on Te are neglected, and thus IBS is the

only source for temperature evolution. For remaining ver-

sions, neglected terms were restored successively, with each

version retaining all elements of the previous version: (2)

lowering of ionization potential (short-dashed blue curves);

(3) effect of recombination on Ne (dashed-dotted red curves);

(4) influence of changing Ne on Te (dashed-dotted-dotted pur-

ple curves); (5) influence of recombination and collisional

ionization on energy loss/gain (solid green curves). Of the

four modifications (versions 2–5) of the nanoplasma model,44

inclusion of three-body recombination on Ne is the most im-

portant one. Recombination balances collisional ionization,

resulting in a constant Zc after the laser pulse passes. In addi-

tion, Zc is substantially lowered and Te is increased. Since Zc

and Te do not evolve after s ¼ 40 fs, we choose values there-

after as the initial conditions for the expansion model.

The charge state after ionization and heating is shown in

Fig. 3 as a function of peak laser intensity and pulse dura-

tion. Compared to Fig. 1, which features broad plateaus of

integer charge state Zm separated by narrow steps of frac-

tional charge state, Fig. 3 features broad regions of fractional

charge state Zc and an overall smoother growth of Zc with Ipu

(except at low Ipu). This difference is attributable to the dom-

inance of tunnel ionization in the former case, and collisional

ionization in the latter. In our model, ionization and heating

are size-independent, so that each cluster in a size-dispersed

FIG. 2. Calculated time evolution of Zc (left) and Te (right) in a cluster

exposed to 40 fs, 800 nm pulse with peak intensity 4� 1014 W=cm2, for 5

versions of the cluster ionization/heating model. Modifications to the model

were added successively. (1) nanoplasma model (no expansion), (2) lower-

ing of ionization potential, (3) recombination, (4) change of Te due to change

of Ne, (5) energy loss/gain due to recombination and collisional ionization.

The dotted grey line shows the electric-field envelope.
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ensemble irradiated by the same pump pulse would reach the

same charge state. For a 40 fs FWHM Gaussian pulse with

Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2, the average charge state and electron

temperature after ionization and heating are Zc ¼ 2:50

and Te ¼ 22:7 eV.

We have benchmarked our model against a 3D micro-

scopic particle-in-cell (MPIC) code51 at three peak inten-

sities for 800 nm, 100 fs laser pulses. Table I presents a

comparison of Zc obtained from the MPIC code and Zc calcu-

lated using our model. The difference between the results for

our most accurate model (version 5) and those from MPIC

simulations is less than 20%, which indicates that our model

includes the key physics processes. Considering its signifi-

cantly lower cost in computational time and resources, our

model is better suited to interpret laser-cluster experiments

when only macroscopic characteristics like Zc are required

for a wide range of parameters.

2. Cluster expansion

Cluster interaction with the pump pulse considered in

Sec. II B 1 produces a spherical quasineutral plasma of radius

rc. We assume that electron temperature, density, and the ion

charge state (for all Z’s) are initially uniform throughout the

cluster. The electron pressure causes the cluster with these

initial parameters to expand. To describe this expansion, we

use a simplified model that assumes that electrons are iso-

thermal and treats ions as a fluid. The model accounts for the

change in the number of ions with charge state Z in each

fluid element due to collisional ionization and three body

recombination. The model consists of momentum, particle,

and energy balance equations

du

ds
¼ �

X1
Z¼0

NciðZÞ
 !�1

Te

mi

@Ne

@r
; (19)

@NciðZÞ
@s

þ 1

r2

@

@r
½uNciðZÞr2	 ¼ �J; (20)

d

ds
3

2
Te

ð
Ner2dr þ

ð
r2dr

mi

2
u2
X1
Z¼1

NciðZÞ
 !" #

¼
ð

r2dr

 X1
Z¼0

eiðZÞa3ðZ þ 1ÞN2
e NciðZ þ 1Þ

� eiðZÞWth
collðZÞNciðZÞ

!
; (21)

where u is the flow velocity, Ne �
P1

Z¼0 ZNciðZÞ is the elec-

tron density, and mi is the ion mass. The source term

J¼½Wth
collðZÞþa3ðZÞN2

e 	NciðZÞ
�Wth

collðZ�1ÞNciðZ�1Þ�a3ðZþ1ÞN2
e NciðZþ1Þ (22)

on the right hand-side of Eq. (20) accounts for collisional

ionization, the rate Wth
coll of which is given by Eq. (14), and

for three body recombination, the rate of which is given by

Eq. (15). The right-hand side of Eq. (21) is the energy

change of the electron population caused by these same two

processes. Equation (20) should be solved for each charge

state Z. In this model, the flow velocity and electron and ion

densities are functions of radius r and time s, whereas the

electron temperature Te is only a function of time.

Equations (19)–(21) can be solved numerically using a

Lagrangian solver with a staggered radial grid to obtain Ni,

u, and Te, taking as initial conditions u¼ 0 with initial ion

charge state distribution Ni0ðZÞ, average charge state Zc0,

FIG. 3. Average charge state inside the cluster after ionization and heating

as a function of peak-intensity and pulse duration (FWHM) of an 800 nm

Gaussian pulse based on version 5 of the model. Values are extracted at

s ¼ 1:2sp, where sp is the pulse duration.

TABLE I. Comparison of Zc in Ref. 51 to Zc computed by version 1 and ver-

sion 5 of our model at s ¼ 120 fs for 100 fs pump pulses.

Charge state Zc

Intensity (W/cm2) MPIC Version 1 Version 5

1� 1015 5.63 7.80 4.69

3� 1015 6.80 8.37 6.41

1� 1016 7.52 10.2 8.20

FIG. 4. Snapshots of electron density and charge state during expansion of a

cluster with initial radius 7 nm. The initial conditions are created by a 40 fs

pulse with peak intensity Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2. The legend gives the times

of each snapshot in terms of the characteristic expansion time ~t ¼ rc=Cs0,

where Cs0 is the initial sound speed. In units of fs these times are (1) 0, (2)

150, (3) 299, (4) 449, (5) 598, (6) 748, (7) 897, (8) 1047, (9) 1197.
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electron density Ne0, and electron temperature Te0 input from

the model for ionization and heating of Sec. II B 1. The aver-

age charge state now develops radial dependence, which can

be calculated using Eq. (18) for given radial profiles NiðZÞ.
As an example, Fig. 4 shows snapshots of normalized elec-

tron density NeðrÞ=Ne0 and charge state ZcðrÞ distributions

within a cluster calculated for excitation by a 40 fs pulse

with peak intensity Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2. The snapshots

are shown for various multiples of the characteristic expan-

sion time ~t ¼ rc=Cs0, where Cs0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zc0Te0=mi

p
is the initial

speed of sound. The solid blue curves in Figs. 5 and 6(a)

show, respectively, the time evolution of ZcðtÞ averaged over

the cluster and the electron temperature TeðtÞ. For this excita-

tion, the initial conditions from Sec. II B 1 were Zc0 ¼ 2:50,

Te0 ¼ 22:7 eV and Ni0ðZÞ shown by blue bars in Fig. 6(b).

As the cluster begins to expand at the edge, the electrons

begin to cool, transferring their energy to ions. Figure 4

shows a rarefaction wave that propagates inwards. Before

the rarefaction wave reaches the center of the cluster, the ion

density there remains constant. The temperature decrease,

however, tips the initial balance between collisional ioniza-

tion and recombination in favor of recombination. The

resulting recombination causes Ne and Zc to decrease simul-

taneously near the center of the cluster (see Fig. 4). Close to

the edge of the cluster the situation is the exact opposite. The

sharp decrease in ion density due to expansion tips the bal-

ance between collisional ionization and recombination in

favor of ionization. Thus at early times, Zc increases near the

cluster edge, resulting in a ZcðrÞ profile that increases with r.

Despite these dynamics, the average Zc over the entire

cluster changes by only �10% (from 2.50 to 2.24) over 1.5

ps, as shown by the solid blue curve in Fig. 5. This remains

true at lower Ipu (and thus lower Te0), as shown by the dashed

red curve in Fig. 5 for a cluster ionized and heated to

Zc0 ¼ 1:56, Te0 ¼ 13:6 eV by a 40 fs pump pulse with

Ipu ¼ 2� 1014 W=cm2.

Evidently, the inclusion of recombination during the

expansion does not critically affect the average asymptotic

charge state of the cluster. However, the recombination is

essential for determining the time evolution of electron

temperature. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the temperature

decreases rapidly if the recombination is not included.

Figure 6(b) shows the charge state distribution before the

expansion and at s ¼ 1:5 ps with the recombination

included. The relatively slow temperature decrease in Fig.

6(a) for the case with the recombination included is due to

the energy release from recombination of Ar3þ. The time

evolution of electron temperature affects the electron-ion

collision frequency and, consequently, it affects the energy

that an expanding cluster can absorb if irradiated by a low-

intensity probe pulse. The energy absorption of a probe pulse

can be used to determine the cluster-size distribution,36 and

in this case the inclusion of recombination (as in the model

presented in this section) can have a significant impact on

the result.

C. Evaluation of fc from phase shifts

The asymptotic values of Zm and Zc are sufficient to

determine the cluster fraction. However, once the time evo-

lution of the ion density profile has been calculated for the

monomer and cluster medium, one can determine the time

evolution of the refractive index of the cluster-monomer me-

dium using the procedure described in Ref. 36. A result of

such calculation is shown in Fig. 7 (solid red curve) for a gas

jet with cluster size rc ¼ 7 nm and cluster mass fraction

fc ¼ 0:35 irradiated by an 800 nm, 4� 1014 W=cm2, 40 fs

FIG. 5. Evolution of Zc during the expansion of a 7 nm cluster subjected to a

40 fs, 800 nm pulse for two peak intensities.

FIG. 6. (a) Evolution of electron temperature during an isothermal expan-

sion of a 7 nm cluster with recombination and ionization included (solid

line) and without these processes (dashed line). (b) Charge state distribution

at s ¼ 0 and s ¼ 1:5 ps.

FIG. 7. Measured time-dependent probe phase shift (blue squares) and com-

puted refractive index change (red curve) along the propagation axis of an

intense (4� 1014 W/cm2), ultrashort (40 fs) pulse after it ionizes monomers

and clusters at s ¼ 0.
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laser pulse. For comparison, the blue squares are the time-

resolved phase shifts along the propagation axis measured in

the experiment described in the next section, and the average

cluster size is �rc ¼ 661 nm determined by transverse inter-

ferometry, Rayleigh scatter,13 and the knowledge of fc.
Figure 7 illustrates how the phase shift evolves in time in

two distinct successive stages: a rapid drop corresponding to

a monomer contribution and gradual decrease resulting from

cluster expansion. The asymptotic contributions from mono-

mers and clusters are indicated by D/m and D/c.

The probe phase shift is related to the change of refrac-

tive index Dn by

D/pr ¼
2p
kpr

ð
DnðzÞ dz; (23)

where kpr is the wavelength of the probe pulse and z denotes

the distance from the entrance of the gas jet. Using NmðzÞ ¼
½1� fcðzÞ	NtotðzÞ and Eq. (9), we obtain

DnmðzÞ ¼ �
Zm½1� fcðzÞ	NtotðzÞ

2Ncrit

: (24)

Hence,

D/m ¼ �
p
kpr

Zm

Ncrit

ð
½1� fcðzÞ	NtotðzÞ dz: (25)

Similarly, using N#Nc ¼ fcðzÞNtotðzÞ and Eq. (10), we obtain

DncðzÞ ¼ �
ZcfcðzÞNtotðzÞ

2Ncrit

: (26)

Hence,

D/c ¼ �
p
kpr

Zc

Ncrit

ð
fcðzÞNtotðzÞ dz: (27)

We define an average cluster fraction

�f c �

ð
fcðzÞNtotðzÞ dzð

NtotðzÞ dz
: (28)

The following expression is obtained using Eqs. (25) and

(27):

�f c ¼
ZmD/c

ZcD/m þ ZmD/c

; (29)

which allows us to determine the average cluster fraction

from the observables D/m and D/c and calculated asymp-

totic Zm and Zc.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

In our experiments, a General Valve series 9 solenoid

valve regulated supersonic gas flow emerging from a conical

nozzle (orifice diameter d ¼ 760 lm, half angle a ¼ 9
)
backed by high pressure (14–40 bar) argon gas at room tem-

perature. A base vacuum of 6� 10�4 Torr was maintained

by a turbo pump with no gas load present. The repetition rate

of the gas jet was reduced to 0.25 Hz, ensuring a background

pressure Pb < 1� 10�3 Torr during the firing of the gas jet.

The ionization of residual atoms has no observable contribu-

tion to the phase shift. An Iota One valve driver (General

Valve) controlled the opening time of the valve and the delay

t between the laser and the firing of the gas jet. The trans-

verse position of the gas jet x, defined as the distance from

jet axis to the laser axis, was adjusted using a translation

stage. A series-99 valve sealed by a metal gasket was used at

low temperature. A copper block closely surrounding the

valve body acted as a temperature reservoir. Nitrogen gas,

pre-cooled by liquid nitrogen, flowed through and cooled the

block. A type-T thermocouple attached to the block meas-

ured its temperature.

A train of 800 nm, 40 fs pulses from a 10 Hz Ti:S laser

system was divided into two parts. One served as the pump;

the other was frequency-doubled in a 500 lm potassium

dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal and split by a

Michelson interferometer into probe and reference pulses.

The probe and reference pulses, separated by 3 ps, were

chirped to �2 ps duration in a 2 cm SF10 glass, and aper-

tured by an iris of �1mm diameter to ensure a large spot

with uniform wavefront at the focus. These 400 nm pulses

and the 800 nm pulses co-propagated after recombination at

a dichroic beam splitter. The three pulses were focused by an

off-axis parabola (f # � 60 for pump) through the gas jet.

Reference and probe pulses, frequency filtered by a dichroic

beam splitter and a BG39 glass filter, were imaged to the en-

trance slit of an imaging spectrometer (Jobin Yvon HR460).

By imaging a mesh 2 mm behind the jet axis, we ensured

that the object plane of the imaging system was at the exit of

the gas jet. A 12-bit CCD camera recorded the frequency-

domain hologram formed by the reference and probe pulses

at the spectrometer’s detection plane.

B. Time-resolved phase shift

The lower right portion of Fig. 8 shows a typical two-

dimensional hologram recorded in a single shot. The structure

along the wavelength axis encodes the spectral phase shift

D/ðxÞ and amplitude EprðxÞ that can be extracted from the

hologram using a Fourier transform procedure.52 The tempo-

ral phase shift is then reconstructed from the spectral phase

and spectral amplitude of both the probe and reference

pulses.53,54 Figure 9 shows a reconstructed single-shot tempo-

ral probe phase shift D/prðx0; sÞ as a function of time s behind

the pump pulse and distance x0 from its propagation axis.

A line-out of the phase shift from Fig. 9 along the laser

axis gives a curve similar to that shown in Fig. 7. The curve

has two distinct segments, which allows us to determine the

monomer contribution D/m and cluster contribution D/c to

the phase shift. The knowledge of Zm and Zc is required in

order to calculate the cluster mass fraction �f c using Eq. (29).

Both quantities depend on the local intensity of the pump

pulse. In Fig. 10(a), we have plotted the asymptotic values of
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Zm and Zc for a range of laser intensities using the most com-

plete version 5 of the ionization/heating model and expan-

sion model of Sec. II. In our experiments, we specifically

choose the pump pulse parameters such that the intensity on

axis is Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2. The monomer charge state

Zm has a plateau at this intensity, which minimizes the

sensitivity of the result to small uncertainties in Ipu. At

Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2, we have Zm ¼ 1 and Zc ¼ 2:24 [see

Fig. 10(a)]. The measured phase shift contributions along the

laser axis in Fig. 9 are D/m ¼ 1:05 and D/c ¼ 0:95 and the

resulting cluster mass fraction that follows from Eq. (29) is
�f c ¼ 0:29.

The intensity of the pump pulse was determined in-situ
by measuring the ionization threshold for the monomers. As

shown in Fig. 10(a), there is an intensity threshold at

Ipu ¼ 1:9� 1014 W=cm2 below which the monomers are not

ionized and thus do not contribute to the phase shift. We

have measured the phase shift produced by monomers for

different laser energies at t ¼ 0:3 ms after firing the gas jet,

before clusters have formed, as discussed below. The results

of this scan are shown in Fig. 10(b), where the red curve is a

10-point Savitzky-Golay smoothing curve. The energy was

tuned by a k=2 plate and a thin film polarizer. A photodiode

recorded the energy leaking through a dielectric mirror for

each shot. The scan allowed us to determine the threshold

energy, E ¼ 0:8 mJ, at which the phase shift appears and

which corresponds to the threshold intensity Ipu ¼ 1:9
�1014 W=cm2. The laser intensity doubles at twice this

energy, which corresponds Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2. We

choose this energy in our experiments to ensure that the laser

intensity is around the plateau of Zm.

There is a well pronounced transverse variation of the

phase shift in Fig. 9. This variation is caused by an intensity

variation at the pumped region sampled by the spectrometer

slit rather than by variations of the gas jet parameters,

because variation of fc and Ntot across the focal spot is negli-

gible. Figure 11 shows the measured monomer (black

squares) and cluster (red circles) contributions to the phase

shift as a function of distance from the pump propagation

axis. Assuming gas jet parameters are constant on this spatial

scale, Eq. (25) shows that D/m ¼ CZm, where C is a constant

that is independent of distance from the axis. Since D/m

¼ 1:05 and Zm ¼ 1 on the axis, we then have D/m ¼ 1:05Zm

at all positions within the pump focus. The plotted values of

D/m (black squares) in Fig. 11 thus mimic the radial profile

of Zm, from which we can recover the radial profile of the

laser intensity. The result is nearly a Gaussian profile with

spot size w0 ¼ 42 lm. The blue curve in Fig. 11 shows the

D/m profile calculated for such a Gaussian, the radial inten-

sity values of which are shown along the upper horizontal

axis of Fig. 11. We can now use the radial intensity profile to

also find a radial profile of Zc using its plotted values from

Fig. 10(a). Since Eq. (27) shows that D/c ¼ C0Zc, where C0

is also a constant, we can use the measured value of D/c

and the calculated value of Zc on the axis to deduce the radial

profile of D/c. This phase shift agrees well with the

FIG. 8. Schematic of FDH experiment

that measures fs-time-resolved refrac-

tive index njetðsÞ of a cluster gas jet in

a single shot.

FIG. 9. Time-resolved phase shift D/prðx0; sÞ after the laser pulse ionizes the

gas jet at s ¼ 0. Here, x0 is the distance from the laser propagation axis.

FIG. 10. (a) Asymptotic charge state of Ar clusters (solid red) and mono-

mers (dashed blue) calculated for an 800 nm, 40 fs pump pulse as a function

of pump intensity. (b) Measured phase shift as a function of energy delivered

to the gas jet of monomers.
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measured values at high intensities, but there is a significant

discrepancy at low intensities (Ipu < 2:0� 1014 W/cm2, cor-

responding to positions greater than 25 lm).

This discrepancy is related to the steep rise of Zc at Ipu

¼ 1:94� 1014 W=cm2 in our model [see Fig. 10(a)], which

in turn makes the calculated Zc (and thus D/c) extremely sen-

sitive to small changes in intensity near this ionization thresh-

old. The actual radial D/c profile is smoother than the

calculated green curves in Fig. 11. The threshold shown in

Fig. 10(a) is artificially sharp because of simplifying assump-

tions of our reduced model. An enhanced field Ec within the

cluster is primarily responsible for this sharp threshold. As

the instantaneous laser intensity rises, Ne sweeps upward

through 3Ncrit, causing a resonance that briefly enhances Ec

[as illustrated in Fig. 12(a)] as well as tunneling and colli-

sional ionization rates [as shown in Fig. 12(b)]. However, our

reduced code exaggerates this effect because it assumes a

uniform electron density profile. Consequently, the field is

enhanced globally throughout the cluster, whereas even a

slight density non-uniformity localizes the field enhancement

in a layer where Ne ¼ Ncrit, greatly diminishing its effect.55

Inaccurate description of the cluster ionization threshold is

thus a minor disadvantage of our reduced code compared to a

full MPIC code. However, as long as Ipu substantially

exceeds this threshold, the brief resonance interval contrib-

utes negligibly to the calculated cluster state. For example,

for a 40 fs pump pulse with Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2, Zc before

expansion changes only from 2.50 to 2.54 if we introduce a

constraint of Ec � Eext to prevent field enhancement, while

Te is unaffected.

C. Parameter scans

In this section, we present measurements for a wide

range of experimental conditions, including scans of delay

time t, distance x from the jet axis, backing pressure P0, and

reservoir temperature T0 of the gas jet. The cluster fraction
�f c was calculated for the axial line-out of the reconstructed

phase shift using the results Zm ¼ 1 and Zc ¼ 2:24 for our

pumping conditions from the analysis of Sec. II. The param-

eter scans presented here are intended to illustrate the versa-

tility and limitations of the FDH “two-step” method in

measuring �f c under various conditions. They are not

intended as comprehensive scans of the entire parameters

space of pulsed supersonic jets.

Figure 13(a) shows time-resolved axial phase shifts

D/prðsÞ for backing pressure 34 bar measured at a fixed loca-

tion z � 1 mm downstream from the nozzle and x � 1:5 mm

from the jet axis at several times t after the valve opened.

The valve closed at t ¼ 0:8 ms. Each curve in Fig. 13(a) is

an average of 20 single-shot time-resolved phase shifts, but
�f c was extracted for each shot. Fig 13(b) plots the average

and standard deviation of �f c for these 20 shots as a function

of t. Gas jet and laser fluctuations and data noise were

responsible for shot-to-shot variations in the time-resolved

phase shifts. The evolution of �f cðtÞ differs substantially from

NtotðtÞ. In contrast to �f cðtÞ, Ntot rises sharply in the interval

0:1 < t < 0:3 ms, as can be seen from the difference in phase

shift between the t ¼ 0:1 ms (black squares) and t ¼ 0:3 ms

(red circles) curves in Fig. 13(a). Moreover, Ntot drops sub-

stantially in the interval 0:8 < t < 1:0 ms immediately after

the valve closes, as can be seen from the difference between

the t ¼ 0:8 ms (green down triangles) and t ¼ 1:0 ms (laven-

der left triangles) curves in Fig. 13(a), whereas �f c remains

high. Thus, �f cðtÞ does not track, and cannot be inferred from

NtotðtÞ, but requires an independent measurement.

Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the time-resolved axial

phase shifts D/prðsÞ and �f c as a function of the position x for

FIG. 11. Measured and calculated phase shifts vs. distance from the laser

axis. The blue curve is the calculated D/m based on the ADK model. The

green curves are D/c assuming fc¼ 0.26 (dashed-dotted line), 0.29 (solid

line), and 0.32 (dashed line) with the same spatial intensity distribution used

to calculate D/m.

FIG. 12. (a) Envelope of the field inside the cluster and externally applied

field (field of the laser). (b) Rates of ADK ionization WADK (solid black),

collisional ionization by thermal electrons Wth
coll (dashed red), and collisional

ionization by quivering electrons Wlas
coll (dashed-dotted blue) for Ar! Arþ

during the time of field enhancement. The calculation is done for a laser

pulse with Ipu ¼ 4� 1014 W=cm2; k ¼ 800 nm; sp ¼ 40 fs.

FIG. 13. (a) Time-resolved phase shifts D/prðsÞ at different times t after the

valve of the gas jet opens. Each curve is an average of 20 shots. (b) Average

cluster fraction �f c vs. time t. Each data point represents the average of 20

shots. The error bar shows the standard deviation. The red arrow indicates

the time when the valve closed.
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backing pressure P0 ¼ 40 bar at t¼ 1 ms after the valve

opens. The valve closed at t ¼ 1:2 ms for these data. The

vertical position is �1 mm downstream from the nozzle, of

which the exit radius is 2.1 mm, as shown in Fig. 14(c). The

plot is limited to x�1:5 mm because that is where the strong-

est variation �f cðxÞ is observed. In addition, for x < 1:5 mm,

the “step” that separates the D/m and D/c stages of the

D/prðsÞ evolution sometimes became difficult to observe

with our current s resolution because of the steep initial slope

of the D/c stage at high �f c, and because strong probe absorp-

tion weakened the signal and thus increased noise level.

These technical limits, however, are not fundamental and

can probably be improved by increasing s resolution and sig-

nal averaging. �f c decreases sharply for distances x > 1:5 mm

from the jet center. Clusters nearly vanish at x ¼ 2:3 mm,

even though monomer density remains substantial, as indi-

cated by the phase shift at x ¼ 2:3 mm (black squares) in

Fig. 14(a). A similar positional dependence of �f c is observed

over a range of backing pressures, as shown in Fig. 14(d).

This concentration of heavy clusters near the core of the jet

resembles radial mass separations that have been observed in

supersonic jets of mixed monomer gas species.56 In the latter

case, the concentration of the heavier species near the center

of the jet was attributed to the greater radial thermal velocity

and greater diverging angle of the lighter species as the gas

expands. Quantitative diffusive separation theory was later

developed in the limit of weak viscosity57 and was confirmed

in experiment.58 Similarly, in our case, monomers expand

more rapidly in the radial direction, creating an annular

fringe of low cluster fraction, as shown schematically in

Fig. 14(c). Simulations that model cluster condensation as an

inviscid flow lack this radial dependence, instead showing

homogeneous fc and rc across the jet.23 Our result therefore

suggests that diffusive separation would be a necessary ele-

ment of a simulation of cluster formation that captures this

radial variation. Our result also suggests that �f c on the jet

axis would increase a long distance from the nozzle, because

of the greater divergence of monomers. This may be the rea-

son for the high cluster fraction (fc ¼ 0:9) measured meters

away from the nozzle.16

Figure 15 shows (a) the time-resolved axial phase shifts

D/prðsÞ and (b) �f c as a function of backing pressure P0,

using data at x ¼ 1:7 mm from Fig. 14(d). At this location x
and time t ¼ 1 ms, �f c increases monotonically for P0 < 34

bar, then saturates at higher pressure. A similar trend in
�f cðP0Þ was observed in molecular clustered gases using

Raman scattering.21 Close inspection of Fig. 15(a) suggests

that �f c ¼ N#Nc=Ntot increases with P0 primarily because

cluster radius rc / N
1=3

#
increases at the expense of monomer

density. Increasing rc is evident from the increasing time

(Ds) required for the second step of the phase shift evolution

in Fig. 15(a) to reach steady state level—i.e., the cluster

expansion time. This time, which scales approximately as rc

(and thus as N
1=3

#
), roughly doubles from 14 bar to 34 bar,

implying that N# increases �8-fold. Confirming this esti-

mate, Hagena’s scaling law15 modified for our conditions29

predicts that rc at 34 bar is 1.7 times its value at 14 bar. Over

the same pressure range, Ntot, which is proportional to

D/m=Zm þ D/c=Zc, increases by less than a factor of 2 using

D/m and D/c in Fig. 15(a). These numbers easily account

for the observed doubling of �f c ¼ N#Nc=Ntot, and even

imply a modest decrease in Nc over the same pressure range.

Nc decreases because large clusters grow from coagulation

of small clusters.16 For P0 > 34 bar, the asymptotic phase

shift D/prðs ¼ 1:5 ps) saturates [compare magenta down tri-

angles and blue diamonds in Fig. 15(a)], suggesting that Ntot

no longer increases with P0. This may result from pressure-

dependent mass redistribution within the jet, combined with

the off-center probing position. The scaling law29 predicts a

10% increase in rc from 34 bar to 40 bar. This increase may

be too small to be clearly seen from cluster expansion time

Ds at 34 and 40 bar.

Figure 16 shows (a) time-resolved axial phase shifts

D/prðsÞ and (b) �f c as a function of temperature. For these

data, a nozzle with 1 mm exit radius (d ¼ 500 lm and

a ¼ 5
) was used to avoid large phase shift at low tempera-

ture. The jet was probed at x � 0:8 mm, z � 1 mm, and P0

was kept at 16.5 bar to ensure that clusters were small

enough that the phase shift reached its asymptotic value

within �1 ps even at 170 K. To explore higher P0, one could

FIG. 14. (a) Time-resolved phase shifts D/prðsÞ at various distances x from

the jet axis (P0 ¼ 40 bar, t ¼ 1 ms). Each curve is an average of 20 single-

shot measurements. (b) Average cluster fraction �f c vs. position x. (c) A sche-

matic of gas expansion. The green region represents the monomer beam and

the blue region represents the cluster beam. (d) Cluster fraction �f c vs. posi-

tion x at several pressures.

FIG. 15. (a) Time-resolved phase shifts D/prðsÞ at different pressure at

x ¼ 1:7 mm. Each curve is an average of 20 single-shot measurements. (b)

Average cluster fraction �f c vs. pressure. �f c was extracted from each shot.

Each data point represents the average of 20 shots. The error bar is the stand-

ard deviation.
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increase Ipu to reduce cluster expansion time, or use longer

chirped probe and reference pulses. The cooling system

required a long time to reach a stable temperature after we

adjusted the coolant flow rate. Thus, for convenience, we

stopped the coolant after the valve reached 170 K, then let

the temperature rise slowly. The temperature rose less than

1 K during the time for acquiring data from 40 shots. As tem-

perature rose from 173 K to 233 K, two trends were

observed. First, cluster size decreased. This is evident from

the decreased cluster expansion time Ds between the 173 K

(red down triangles) and 233 K (green circles) data in Fig

16(a). Moreover, according to the modified Hagena scaling

law,29 cluster radius at 233 K is 2/3 its value at 177 K.

Second, �f c decreased slightly from �0.4 to �0.3, and even-

tually to �0.25 at 248 K. Thus for the conditions considered

here, �f c depends weakly on temperature. Nevertheless, in

future work, it will be important to explore whether �f c values

approaching unity are achievable when low temperature is

combined with higher P0, more central probing positions x,

and optimized probing time t.
Our pressure and temperature scans taken together show

generally that �f c increases (or saturates) as C�, and thus rc,

increases, qualitatively consistent with other experiments

and simulations.17,23 This relationship, and its dependence

on x, z, and t, should also be documented more quantitatively

in future work.

IV. SUMMARY

We have determined the cluster mass fraction in a super-

sonic argon jet by measuring femtosecond evolution of the

jet’s refractive index by single-shot frequency domain holog-

raphy. To interpret the measurements, the cluster mass

fraction was calculated using a model for asymptotic average

charge states of clusters and monomers. The model has been

benchmarked against the experimental data and MPIC

simulation and shows reasonable agreement for pump pulse

intensity significantly exceeding 2� 1014 W=cm2. Various

influences (time t, transverse position x, backing pressure P0,

temperature T0) on cluster mass fraction have been exam-

ined. Based on the limited scans presented here, we conclude

that the highest cluster mass fraction �f c is achieved in the

core of the gas jet, �1 ms after the valve opens, with the

highest backing pressure P0 and lowest temperature avail-

able. More comprehensive application of the method

presented here can provide a complete spatio-temporal pic-

ture of cluster formation dynamics in a wide variety of

pulsed supersonic jets. The method also provides fast, in-situ
measurement of �f c at specific locations within a jet that can

support a wide variety of high-intensity laser-cluster interac-

tion experiments.
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